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Abstract---The verification process helps the user to check 

the correctness of the design before its fabrication. This is 

very helpful in this mobile electronics and computing era. In 

this era the prototyping of chip is very fast. To have the fast 

prototyping we need faster designing process. The time 

consumed in verification is the 70% of the total time 

required in the verification. To have the faster verification 

reusable blocks should be used, so in this work System 

verilog language and Universal Resource Methodology 

(UVM) is used. The CSI-2 protocol is used for the standard 

data transmission and control interface between camera and 

processor mainly mobile processor. This protocol is very 

useful because nowadays the demand of mobile computing 

device with the camera module is increased. The main goal 

of this work is to functionally cover the almost every feature 

of the protocol and to have the coverage on driver 100% 

with the major feature of the protocol is covered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Verification is the process to verify that the given RTL logic 

is working or not. This means we give input to RTL and 

check output, whether the RTL is working properly or not. 

This whole process is done in software only. This process is 

very important in generating the ASICs. ASIC is the 

Application Specific IC means this IC is made for specific 

applications only. These applications may be CRT 

controller, mobile processor, Automobile ICs etc. Thus there 

are large numbers of application where we need ASICs. The 

problem with ASIC is the time required fro verifying the 

designs of ASICs. The time required for verifying the ASIC 

is the 70% of the total required time for ASIC production.  

The time required for verification is very long so it 

is the most important part of the ASIC production. The time 

required fro this is long because there is high number of test-

cases or input sequences are checked. Large number of test 

case is required to have the almost error less design. 

Verification is very important in the VLSI design of chips or 

IC’s to have the almost error free design when we have the 

fabricated chip in are hands. 

This CSI-2 Transmitter protocol is mainly used for 

the interfacing and control signaling between transmitter and 

receiver where the transmitter and receiver are camera 

module and mobile processor accordingly. This protocol is 

mainly used to; have the standardization of the interface 

between camera module and mobile processor which is 

developed by MIPI (Mobile Industry Processor Interface). 

This protocol supports the features as shown below on 

driver side. 

 Supports Line operative / Inoperative mode 

 Supports Frame operative / Inoperative mode 

 Supports Virtual channel 0,1,2,3 

 Supports Frame start packet 

 Supports Frame end packet 

 Supports Line start packet 

 Supports Line end packet 

 Supports Data types like RAW6, RAW7, RAW8, 

RAW10, RAW12, RAW14, 

 RGB888, RGB666, RGB565, RGB555, RGB444, 

L_YUV420_8, YUV420_8, 

 YUV420_10, YUV422_8, YUV422_10 

 Supports standard Resolution like 16X16, 720X1280, 

1080X1920 

 Supports any number of frames 

II. VERIFICATION ARCHITECTURE FOR CSI-2 TRANSMITTER 

PROTOCOL 

The verification architecture is the transformation of 

protocol features in to the system verilog classes to 

efficiently generate the every component code block easily 

with out any confusion.With the use of the verification we 

can plan coding for every component. 

 
Fig. 1:  CSI-2 Verification Architecture 

Now there are many components in the architecture 

that are mainly top class, test class, environment class, agent 

class, Configuration class, scoreboard class, driver class 

monitor class etc. Here monitor class is shown but is not 

implemented instead of it there is a VIP of the receiver for 

the checking purpose. 

 CSI -2 Top class A.

This class contains all the thing of test bench that means it 

contain all the rest of classes like test class, agent class etc. 

This class mainly contributes for the connection of all the 

other classes and data interfacing of other classes. This class 

will be the important for generating clocks, connecting DUT 

to the test class through interfaces. 
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 Test class: B.

This class contains the class like environment class, 

configuration class, scoreboard class, agent class, driver 

class, monitor class. Test class mainly used to initiate and 

use the test cases. This class will mainly set the 

configuration for the tests. This class will also pass the 

configuration to the agent class. Mainly this class used to 

write the test cases. 

 CSI-2 environment class: C.

This class as the name suggests it will create the 

environment for the other classes like configuration class, 

scoreboard class, agent class, driver class, monitor class. 

This class mainly works for the connection between other 

classes and interfacing the data between these classes. This 

class will connect the agent class with the configuration and 

scoreboard class. This class will also pass the configuration 

from test class to the agent class. 

 Configuration class: D.

This class will contain the configuration or the functions or 

features of the protocol or for the chip or for the IC’s. In this 

work the configuration class contains the features shown as 

below. 

 Select the virtual channel number 

 Select the number of lanes 

 Select the line synchronization 

 Selection the frame synchronization 

 Select the resolution  

 Select the data type 

This class mainly contains the almost all feature of 

the protocol or VLSI chip or the IC. This class will give 

control to select the feature for the verification and pass to 

agent class. 

 Scoreboard class: E.

This class work as it name suggests it will track the score for 

the packet matched or mismatched between driver and 

monitor class. This class will process on the data received 

by the driver and the monitor class. This class is very 

important because this class will only tell abut design 

correctness or the test case pass or fails according to the 

component design.If there is error in the simulation than the 

test cases fail otherwise it will pass. 

 Agent class: F.

This class contains the class driver and monitor. This class 

will have the instance of these classes. This class will useful 

to connect the driver and monitor class to the upper layer 

classes. There may be the one or more agent class in 

environment. 

 Driver class: G.

This class contains the main work or code for the protocol or 

for chip. This class will generate the output data in that there 

may be data signal, control signal or either of them. This 

class has the all the coding related to the protocol. This class 

is the transformation of the protocol or chip specification in 

the form of system verilog language and Universal 

Verification Methodology (UVM). This class will generate 

the output and drive on the interface. From the interface the 

Design under test will get the signals and generate the 

output according to it. 

 Monitor class: H.

This class will be in the agent class and this class will 

capture the output from the interface comes from the Design 

under test through the interface. This class is totally reverse 

of the river class and do the reverse work of the driver class. 

This class is not included in to this work instead of it there is 

VIP (Virtual Intellectual Property) or the RTL code of the 

VLSI chip is there. 

 Interface: I.

This is the one component of the test bench. This is the 

replication of real world interface in the software world. 

Interface has the wires, references, data type etc. this is very 

important for transferring of the data form one component to 

the other component and also main work this is to connect 

from and to the Design under test. 

 D-PHY layer: J.

This layer will capture input from the interface and generate 

the output according to the protocol specification. 

III. TEST CASES 

The test cases are the test applied on the design to check the 

design is working properly or not. The number of test cases 

to be written is depends on the number of features to be 

checked and the type of protocol or VLSI chip to be tested. 

The test case contains the features to be checked for the 

verification. The number of test cases increases as the 

features to be checked is increases. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Here the simulation result is produced for the driver output. 

In this work the result is shown for the particular test cases 

is shown here. 

 
Fig. 2: driver output for lane 1 

 
Fig. 3: driver output for lane 2 

Here in fig.2 the diver output shown it states that 

there is more than one frame transmitted on the lane one and 

it shows the full waveform. Fig.2 shows the zoomed in 

waveform of the lane 2. Fig.3 contains high impedance bus 

output of lane 3.these all three lane output is having the 

control signal and the data signals. Here the red color 

indicates the high impedance state of the signal. 
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Fig. 4: driver output for lane 3 

V. FUNCTIONAL COVERAGE AND RESULT 

Functional coverage is as the name suggest it is shows the 

function to be covered. We write the bins to cover the 

particular function of the design. The functional will be 

written to cover the major features of the design. E.g. if we 

take the example of ALU than if we want to check the 

property of adder only than we write the bins to only cover 

the features of the adder not any other one. Thus as the 

example above we write the bins and get the functional 

coverage as the bins is hit or it’s value is one in the 

simulation of test. In this work the functional; coverage is 

written on driver side means for the coverage is written in 

driver code. This show the function  

 
Fig. 5: functional coverage of all groups 

 In this functional coverage the group contains the 

features describes in section (I) introduction. That many 

features are covered in the above described functional 

coverage. 

 The features covered with functional coverage is 

shown in the below figures tithe the group defined in the 

fig.5. 

 
Fig. 6:  functional coverage for virtual channel group 

 

 
Fig. 7: functional coverage for resolution group 

 
Fig. 8: functional coverage for lane group 

 
Fig. 9: functional coverage for data type group 

 
Fig. 10: functional coverage for line synchronization group 

 
Fig. 11: functional coverage for frame synchronization 

group 

The above all the figures shows the bins written in 

the cover group and also shows the how many beans are 

covered her the green color shows the bins are covered or hit 

or the feature shown by the bins is covered in the design. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper includes the feature of the CSI-2 transmitter 

protocol. This paper also informs about the way to transform 

the specification or feature in to the verification architecture. 

This work includes the functions of the various test bench 

component. From this paper conclusion is to have the CSI-2 

protocol verified with almost every feature covered with the 

use of Universal Verification Methodology to have the 

functional coverage 100% on driver side. 
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